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The Ironheart IRT112, IRT212, IRT412 & IRT412A are a series of 
cabinets optimised for use with the Ironheart range of products - 
or indeed any amplifier in the Laney range. 

The IRT112 is a 1 x 12W cabinet rated at 80W (8 ohms) while 
the IRT212 is a 2 x 12” cabinet rated at 160 watts (8 ohms) and 
both can be used in isolation or combined with other Laney 
enclosures. Construction features a robust plywood cabinet, with 
large top mounted 90 degree bar handles for ease of portability, 
textured black fret material and steel corner protection (IRT212 
features top mounted castor cups for easy stacking with 412)

Rated at 320 watts (16 ohms) the IRT412 can be used singularly 
or paired with an IRT412A to form an 8 x 12 stack. In addition to the similar design & construction of its smaller brother, both 
of the 412's also have a set of robust steel castors to make life easier on the road.

All the cabinets have similar appearance, all have a great 
sound, choose whichever combination is best for your 
rig.

Every Laney product is extensively play tested by 
experienced guitarists to ensure it has the tone and 
durability to perform at the very highest level, before 
being shipped to our customers.

We hope you enjoy using your new extension cabinet as 
much as we enjoyed designing and making it. It should 
give you years of trouble-free service, however please 
take time to read this manual, as it will allow you to get 
the best from your Ironheart Cabinet.

Best wishes from all at Laney.
IRT412A

IRT112 IRT212

IRT412



In order to take full advantage of your new product and enjoy long and trouble-free performance, please read this owner's manual 

carefully, and keep it in a safe place for future reference.

1). Unpacking: On unpacking your product please check carefully for any signs of damage that may have occurred whilst in transit 

from the Laney factory to your dealer. In the unlikely event that there has been damage, please repack your unit in its original carton 

and consult your dealer. We strongly advise you to keep your original transit carton, since in the unlikely event that your unit should 

develop a fault, you will be able to return it to you dealer for rectification securely packed.
2). Amplifier Connection: In order to avoid damage , it is advisable to establish and follow a pattern for turning on and off your 

system. With all system parts connected, turn on source equipment, tape decks, cd players, mixers, effects processors etc, BEFORE 

turning on your guitar amplifier. Many products have large transient surges at turn on and off which can cause damage to your 

speakers.
By turning on your guitar amplifier LAST and making sure its level control is set to a minimum, any transients from other equipment 

should not reach your loud speakers. Wait till all system parts have stabilised, usually a couple of seconds. Similarly when turning off 

your system always turn down the level controls on your guitar amplifier and then turn off its power before turning off other 

equipment
3). Cables: Never use shielded or microphone cable for any speaker connections as this will not be substantial enough to handle 

the amplifier load and could cause damage to your complete system.
4). Servicing: The user should not attempt to service these products. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel
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UNPACKING INSTRUCTIONS (IRT412/A)
1. Open the top of the carton, remove the top foam tray, side 
protectors and open the protective bag, pull back to sides.
2. Flip the carton over. Cabinet now rests on its castors.
3. Remove the carton, bottom foam tray and protective bag.
4. Enjoy.

IRT412 & IRT412A rear panels are similar

IRT112
80 Watts

2 x 6.3 Jack sockets

8 Ohms

1 x 12" Custom Designed 

Rugged plywood 

construction, black metal 

corners, black textured fret 

material, comfortable top 

edge bar handles and 

rubber feet

4x12" Custom Designed Drivers

Power RMS 160 Watts 320 Watts

Inputs 2 x 6.3 Jack sockets 2 x 6.3 Jack sockets

Overall 

Dimensions

W 715 x H 460 x D 358 W 715 x H 728 (over feet) 778 

(over castor) x D 358

Cabinet 

Design

Rugged plywood 

construction, black metal 

corners, black textured fret 

material, castor cups, 

comfortable top edge bar 

handles and rubber feet

Rugged plywood construction, 

black metal corners, black 

textured fret material, castor 

cups, comfortable side bar 

handles, metal castors and 

rubber feet. Choice of angled or 

straight design.

13Kg

W 578 x H 430 x D 358

IRT212 IRT412/A

Weight 19Kg 30Kg

Impedance 8 Ohms 16 Ohms

Drivers 2 x 12" Custom Designed 

IRT112 & IRT212 rear panels are similar
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